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AdaMeds 

 

It’s 2022. Covid-19 is still here. Vaccines are not really stopping it. New variants 
emerge every quarter. People are now hoarding paracetamol and other flu 
medicines. Only big pharma is laughing at all of this. Idiots are throwing money at 
cat- and dog- meme tokens on every blockchain, including and especially Cardano. 

So, WTF. Why not a memeNFT for those idiots who can’t get enough flu-meds IRL 
even if they don’t need them, and for those who can’t get any flu-meds at all even if 
they do need them. 

AdaMeds is a CNFT collection of 10,000 different medicine tablets, capsules and 
solutions as 3D objects viewable in augmented-reality platforms. Most of the meds in 
this collection are for influenza and related ailments, but a rare few are for some 
"special" conditions. 😉  

There are more than 20 different medicines each with varying dosage, form and 
preparation. Collect at least one each of 3 different medicines and you can convert 
them into 1 vaccine shot CNFT. Collect 2 vaccine CNFTs and you can convert them 
into a booster shot CNFT. Finally, collect 2 booster shots and you can convert them 
into the most coveted vaxxcard CNFT. 

Assuming there are still enough stupid idiots who will buy this crap, 30% of the net 
proceeds from this project will go towards helping people who are really in need of 
meds and supplies. Our team will organize the distribution efforts, partnering with 
local non-government organizations in the Philippines. Alternatively, the funds can 
also be donated to non-government charitable organizations. 

The other 70% will go to our jet ski fund. We initially wanted a yacht like those 
bastards behind HOSKY. But we just found out it’s too expensive and a pain-in-the-
ass to maintain. We don’t wanna deal with that shit. So now we’re just going for 
something we can just tuck into an already-cramped garage. 

This is getting too long. So yeah.. Buy our feckin AdaMeds CNFT so you’ll have one 
more thing to regret about this year, guaranteed.  


